The brightest bulbs in Magneti Marelli range. Able to provide up to 130% more light. Available in single and double box versions.

Blue Light

Halogen bulbs that produce blue-tinted "ammonia-effect" light thanks to the use of the gas.

White 4200K

They produce a very white and stylish beam of light that provides up to 50% more light on the road. Available in single and double box versions.

Standard 24V

Bulbs for Heavy Commercial Vehicles. Available in all the most important halogen and auxiliary formats.

Heavy Duty

24V bulbs with reinforced filament and working ideal for overloaded vehicles because they are more resistant to shocks and vibrations.

The Bulbs

Bulbs with Xenon technology available in all the main formats.

Xenon

Light bulbs for Cars, Motorcycles and Light Commercial Vehicles. Available in the main halogen and auxiliary.

Standard

Long-life bulbs. Thanks to their special technology they last up to twice as long as a standard bulb. Particularly recommended on Halogen units.

Long Light

+50% Light

Pending up to 50% more light, these bulbs are the best compromise between brightness and lifetime.

+90% Light

High performance bulbs. Up to 90% more light on the road. They contribute to improve driving performance especially during night hours. Only available in double box versions.
The **bulbs** and their **functions**